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Insects are a powerful tool for discovering and then dissecting

interesting new immunology. Recent insect research has made

productive forays into non-classical immune areas including

tolerance, immune priming (trained immunity), and

environmental effects on immunity. Environments which affect

immunity not only include diet and metabolism, but also social

interactions and the animal’s microbiota. We argue that every

process that affects immunity should be considered as part of

the immune response and that it is the broad phenomena

discovered in insects that will be translated to other organisms

rather than fine mechanistic details.
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Why would any self-respecting immunologist pay atten-

tion to insects? Insects do not have T-cells, B-cells or

antibodies; how can anything we learn in insects be trans-

lated into vertebrate immunology? We argue here that the

non-mechanistic natural history descriptions about the

interactions of insects with microbes provide a powerful

tool for discovering immune reactions easily overlooked in

vertebrate systems. This is because the biology of insects

can be so specialized and focused that hidden principles are

more apparent and dissectible. It is not the precise mech-

anisms discovered in insects that are critical for translation

as these vary between organisms. Rather, it is the broader

phenomena that have the largest impact on other fields and

to study these, we need to broaden our definition of the

immune system. There are many biological processes

unmentioned in immunology textbooks that are intimately

linked with the ability of animals to handle infection. To

control infections we need to consider the whole organ-

ism’s physiology, defining immunity as a combination of

both microbe clearance and damage control. We argue that

every process influencing immunity during infection

should be considered part of the immune response.
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Tolerance
An important emergent property of infections is the

relationship between pathology and microbe number.

Crop researchers pioneered the study of the dose response

curve of pathology versus microbe number, also known as

tolerance [1]. Ayres et al. applied this concept of tolerance

to flies by separating Drosophila mutants susceptible to

infection with Listeria monocytogenes into two categories:

those with increased bacterial load as compared to wild

type flies and those with bacterial loads the same as were

found in wild type flies [2]. Those with similar bacterial

loads but increased susceptibility were defined as having a

defect in tolerance. In subsequent papers, Ayres et al. show

that the balance of resistance and tolerance is complex;

changes altering the tolerance to one microbe can have the

opposite effects for tolerance to another microbe or can

affect resistance in a positive or negative fashion [3,4].

More recently, Hernandez-Martinez et al. observed an

increase in tolerance to Bacillus thuringiensis derived toxin

when the beet armyworm (Spodoptera exigua) was selected

for increased ability of its blood to prevent bacterial growth.

High immune activation correlated with higher microbiota

loads transferred with their eggs, suggesting that micro-

biota play an important role in tolerance of the toxin [5].

While many papers in the literature are likely following

tolerance phenomena, they miss this property because

they do not correlate microbial load with pathology.

Immune plasticity
Drosophila signaling research often gives the impression

that each time an insect sees a pathogen there is a stereo-

typical response strictly driven by Pathogen Associated

Microbial Products (PAMPs). This might be true in cell

culture but is demonstrably false in a whole fly. Past

immune experience and current environmental conditions,

even including the time of day, radically affect immunity.

Priming

Insect immunologists define ‘priming’ as an improved

response to a pathogen upon a second exposure [6]. This

has recently been recognized to exist in mammalian

innate immune systems and been re-labeled ‘trained

immunity’ by mammalian immunologists [7]. It is becom-

ing clear that in vertebrates, B and T cell mediated

immunity is not the only mechanism available to generate

memory or diversity. This phenomenon has been exten-

sively studied in insects, creating a rich foundation on

which to base vertebrate studies.

In insects, a full range of pathogens from viruses to

eukaryotic parasites elicits priming within a single animal

[8–11]. The common priming hypothesis implies that the
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primary exposure to pathogen activates and fundamen-

tally alters the immune response so that upon second

exposure the animal produces a more productive

response. Many examples of priming exist but few offer

mechanistic explanations. One of the most mechanisti-

cally complete examples is priming to Plasmodium in

mosquitoes [10��]. Mosquitoes are vector insects for Plas-
modium, and upon ingesting an infected blood meal the

gametocytes cross the gut epithelium and encyst, and

develop into oocysts. The oocysts grow and then release

sporozoites, which invade the salivary glands and infect

vertebrates when the mosquito takes its next blood meal.

Rodrigues et al. showed that priming causes a significant

decrease in the number of oocysts in the mosquito upon

secondary ingestion. They suggest that the differen-

tiation and proliferation of a subset of hemocytes (pha-

gocytic cells) are responsible for the improved survival

and decreased oocyst numbers upon secondary challenge.

They successfully transferred resistance to Plasmodium by

transplanting hemocytes from primed to naı̈ve mosqui-

toes [10]. While Pham et al. previously implicated hemo-

cytes as responsible for priming in Drosophila [11], this

mosquito paper illustrated the importance of hemocyte

proliferation and that priming is transferable from one

animal to another. Might these hemocytes also lend

specificity to the priming? Are the populations of hemo-

cytes present in a mosquito different depending on the

infection or are there simply more of them? This work

also challenges the assumption that memory is elicited

directly by the pathogen of concern by showing that the

gut microbiota were necessary for priming [10]. This

implies that many insults that damage the gut and expose

the microbiota to the insect’s circulation could prime the

immune response. Is the microbiota directly eliciting a

change in the immune response or is it acting through

another physiological process? Do the populations of

bacteria within the microbiota change upon priming

and is this part of the ‘primed response’? These examples

show situations where priming increases the resistance of

a host; can priming also increase tolerance?

Infections in a mother can change the immune response

of her offspring. In mammals, this can be easily explained

by the transfer of immune molecules in milk, but

‘maternal priming’ occurs in insects too, suggesting that

there has to be another mechanism. Maternal priming has

been demonstrated following viral, bacterial and fungal

infections, suggesting a broadly acting immune response

[8,12,13,14��,15–18]. However, the response can also be

spectacularly pathogen strain specific [14��,16]. Maternal

priming is hypothesized to function through transfers of

immune factors in the cytoplasm of the egg. Paternal

priming was seen for the first time in a paper on the red

flour beetle (Tribolium castaneum), which showed that

males previously exposed to either Escherichia coli or

Bacillus thuringiensis have offspring better able to survive

that particular infection [14��]. As sperm lack significant
www.sciencedirect.com 
cytoplasm, what mechanisms might paternal priming

employ? One possibility is that the genomes are imprinted

depending on paternal experience and that this primes the

offspring, highlighting the potential contribution of epi-

genetic effects on the inheritance of immunity.

Plastic responses to environmental changes

Immunity is responsive to environmental conditions.

This is not just an eat-well-and-you-will-have-a-strong-

immune-response sort of effect. The infected host

changes its behavior according to its environment, which

in turn alters the immune response. ‘Environment’

includes the obvious — diet, temperature, humidity

and light — along with the less obvious — behavioral

environments. Most insects do not live in isolation. They

mate, interact with their symbionts and some live in social

colonies. Studying these interactions can teach us which

symptoms increase the host’s chance of survival and

which merely cause pathology.

Diet and metabolism

The impact of diet on immune competence in insects was

originally demonstrated by studies focusing on caloric

restriction or starvation [4,19–25]. More recently studies

are considering the impact of diet composition

[26,27,28�,29]. Caterpillars fed 20 distinct diets with

increasing caloric content but with varying protein/carbo-

hydrate composition had different immune parameters.

Cotter et al. measured three different immune traits —

lysozyme levels, melanization, and phenoloxidase (PO)

activity — to determine which diet was ideally suited for

each response. While lysozyme levels and melanization

were greatest at high protein intake, PO activity was more

influenced by carbohydrate levels [28�]. Combined with

Ayres et al.’s findings that diet restriction can positively

impact one infection and negatively impact another [4],

these results support the idea that immunity is a complex

multi-dimensional manifold. There is no perfect

‘immune diet’ or single limiting nutrient.

Two papers complete this circle of interactions by finding

that diet impacts infection susceptibility and that infection

induces a change in diet [4,30]. Adamo et al. show that

Gryllus texensis (crickets) infected with Serratia marcescens
became anorexic and that the degree of anorexia depended

on the type of food given. Infection induced anorexia was

most apparent when the crickets were given a high-fat diet

and crickets on this diet also had the highest mortality.

When infected crickets were presented with a choice

between a high-fat and low-fat diet, crickets decreased

consumption of the high-fat choice [30��]. This paper

integrated diet choice into the equation and showed that

the crickets would self-select the most beneficial diet of

those offered. While the previously mentioned papers

showed infection-induced anorexia, work by Martin-Her-

nandez et al. found that honeybees infected with Nosema

actually increase their sugar intake [31�]. This paper
Current Opinion in Immunology 2012, 24:10–14
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reminds us that physiological changes during infection can

be very infection-specific. We must consider both the

specificity of our symptoms and the importance of their

physiological impact, not simply whether they make us

miserable or not.

Microbial symbionts

Insects have a complex microbiota, which profoundly

affects immunity. Above we discussed priming’s depen-

dence upon the microbiota, but these symbionts can also

influence primary infections. Over the past two decades,

researchers have shown that gut microbiota can impact

the development of Plasmodium in mosquitoes [32–34].

Cirimotich et al. suggest that this is due to a direct

interaction between the bacteria and the parasites

[35��]. They indicate that Plasmodium development in

the mosquito is inhibited by reactive oxygen species

(ROS) production by the bacteria. Their in vivo results

alone allow for the possibility that the bacteria induce

additional immune responses which are responsible for

limiting the parasite growth. Their in vitro studies, how-

ever, support the direct effect of the bacteria on the

parasite through ROS because application of the bacterial

supernatant is enough to subdue parasite development

and that effect is reversed through application of an

antioxidant [35��]. This paper augments the role of

microbiota from homeostatic immune primer to direct

parasitic antagonist.

Insect biology also gives us the opportunity to study the

effect of non-gut symbionts. In 2003, Hunter et al. showed

that an aphid’s bacterial symbionts made them more

resistant to parasitoid wasps [36]. Since then the field

has rapidly expanded to include evidence of wide variety

of symbionts with immune benefits. The tsetse fly

requires its symbiont during development of the immune

system and Wolbachia, which is known to influence

reproduction and behavior in insects, also increases Dro-

sophila’s resistance to viral pathogens [37–40]. The Wol-

bachia work has practical implications for insect vectored

diseases. Not only does Wolbachia enhance the mosqui-

to’s resistance to viruses (like West Nile virus and Chi-

kungunya), but it also enhances resistance to Plasmodium
[41�,42�,43–45]. Some mosquitoes possess native Wolba-

chia [41�], but in Aedes aegypti and Anopheles gambiae they

must introduce strains of Wolbachia from other species

[42�,43–45]. Moriera et al. backcrossed a laboratory A.
aegypti line stably transfected with mosquito-adapted

wMelPop to a wild-caught mosquito and showed that

Wolbachia presence increased the resistance to Dengue,

Chikungunya and Plasmodium gallinaceum [45]. While

most of these studies are done with species of Plasmodium
that cannot infect humans, Hughes et al. showed that

increases in resistance also apply to a human parasite,

Plasmodium falciparum [42�]. The increased resistance of

mosquitoes to important human pathogens could have

implications for public health, and these Wolbachia
Current Opinion in Immunology 2012, 24:10–14 
strains are going to be tested for their ability to block

disease transmission [46]. While we often refer to insects

as ‘model organisms’, implying that they are only worth as

much as their ability to translate to human immunity, this

example reminds us that insects themselves are an

important part of public health and containment of dis-

ease.

Wolbachia studies in the mosquito have also attempted to

provide mechanistic explanations. Wolbachia and Den-

gue virus rarely inhabit the same cell yet Wolbachia

density in a host correlates with viral inhibition [45,47].

Wolbachia presence often results in upregulation of

immune resistance genes [43,45,48]. In one study, injec-

tion of dsRNA to Tep1, one of the upregulated genes and

part of the opsonization pathway, reversed the protective

benefits of Wolbachia during Plasmodium infection [43].

While each paper offers a mechanistic explanation for

their particular pathogen, it is unknown whether these

mechanisms apply to other infections. Priming may be a

similar phenomenon at the whole organism level of

survival, but the universality of mechanism is yet unde-

monstrated.

Social immunity

In our daily lives we shake hands, share meals, hug one

another and mate. Our social interactions are a large part

of our daily activities. Yet most vertebrate immune stu-

dies focus on immunity at a single animal level. Insects

and the diversity of communities in which they reside

provide the perfect opportunity for exploring the social

impact on immunity. Common strategies of social immu-

nity observed in insects are behavioral fever, hygiene,

quarantine, and use of anti-microbial plant materials [49–
51]. Calleri et al. show that termites held alone are more

susceptible to fungal infections [52]. Another paper on

carpenter ants suggests mechanism, showing that regur-

gitated droplets are able to transfer immune factors to

other ants [53]. One could hypothesize that these ants

would also be more susceptible when facing infection

alone. While hygienic behavior is an established social

immune defense, specific odorants are now known to

induce hygienic behavior in hives with chalk brood

[54]. We know that human hygiene is reduced during

sickness, but is it so farfetched to think that our body odor

when sick might cause those around us to feel compelled

to wash more often?

Future directions of insect immunology
Insect immunology needs to revel in its strengths —

diversity of biology and experimental ease. These traits

allow the field to pioneer new phenomenon in immu-

nology and give a broad basis for later studies in

vertebrate systems. Certainly insect immunity studies

can point to important molecules but they are even more

useful for highlighting whole physiological mechanisms.
www.sciencedirect.com
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